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WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO THE WRITER
The SARB, The Public Protector ,and The Master
Dear Sir(s) and Madam(s)
Re; White Collar Crime or a System That is not Protecting The Public ?
I hereby wish to write this open submission to you appealing on behalf of all investors caught up in the Property Syndication sagas. There are approximately 80 000 investors to the sum of approximately R15,5bn involved.  I feel compelled to write this letter on behalf of the victims  ( general public) that have been drawn into this nightmare and wish to emphasize the reason of this submission, being: We want the truth, we are not prepared to allow officials to misuse their  powers of Office, we will not allow procedures that were not followed to discriminate our rights ,and we cannot allow Government Departments to Act above the Law!   We believe that the procedures employed by the SARB were not correct and are not fair and in the interests of affected parties. We believe the SARB to be the trigger and reason as to why the Property Syndication Industry collapsed after a few years of prosperity.  The purpose of this submission is to represent the arguments of investors, Brokers and former Directors (The affected Parties) of these syndications for the first time since the first procedure required by the SARB as to act against institutions who are suspected of conducting the Business of a Bank, under their supervisory Role as Bank Supervision Department, is to “ Apply to court for an order prohibiting anticipated or actual schemes involved in illegal deposit taking”  This luxury was not afforded to any of the Property Syndications I make reference to in this submission. ( The affected parties and only ones that stand to lose) .
 A lot of my arguments I use in this submission  is based on Mr Blackbeard’s  Affidavit as 16th respondent in case no 74538/10 in the case of Novo Energy (Pty) Ltd and 3 Others vs  Sharemax Zambezi Retail Park Holdings Limited and 26 others. The first pages of this affidavit is attached under the attachment Addendum 1 Com of Inq. Also attached stipulating the Supervisory Role of the SARB can be read in the attachment marked SARB Fact Sheet.  I use the liberty to use these documents as our basis as to how the SARB intervened in this case as well as all other Property Syndications and to why we object to the manner in which they have intervened and the consequences of such intervention. This document was obtained on the internet and is thus in our opinion a public document now. I also wish to point out that I will use Mr Blackbeard’s name in my submission because he was the top authority at the SARB at the time and it is his Affidavit I will be referring to. I do not know Mr Blackbeard personally and all my arguments against him is against his capacity as main roleplayer in this saga and not at him personally.
The purpose of this letter is thus to point out why we as investors and affected parties are disappointed in the manner as to how the SARB handled this whole matter and if our objections are not satisfactorily answered we have no option but to ask the Public Protector for an inquiry and ruling. This letter also serves to inform the public on what really happened to the property syndication industry and thus for the necessity to broadly discuss the whole matter in this letter. It is disappointing to note that notwithstanding the findings and recommendations of the Final Report of the Commision of Inquiry into the Affairs of the Masterbond Group and Investor Protection in South Africa by The Honourable Mr Justice HC Nel, the Public are faced with a similar outcome as to the Investors of the Masterbond Saga of the 1980’s. We however feel that the factors differ here but will also appreciate a timely Commission of Inquiry into the affairs of the parties mentioned in this submission. It is important to note that timely actions done here can save the investors from the same fate that the Masterbond Investors faced. This country we believe can ill afford 80 000 income earning investors to become a burdon on the State for support due to the fact that the systems that were imposed and proposed to save them, had failed them! I also call upon the Public Protector to determine the damage done in this saga and to point out the responsible parties and to determine their responsibilities and liabilities towards the affected parties, as losses have occurred as a result of these actions.
	Introduction

The South African financial industry is divided into the following four sectors  for the arguments to be followed in this letter viz the Formal Regulated Industry ( Banks, Insurance Companies etc), The Formal unregulated Industry (property syndications and other unregulated companies that fall under the FSB and FAIS legislation)  , The Informal Regulated Industry (companies and institutions which fall under the Cooperatives Act like stokvels and micro-lending)  and the Informal Unregulated Industry ( all other financial transactions in the informal sector that have not been mentioned above)
The change of the political system in 1994 found it necessary to change the economic environment as well. This brought about legislation that can be summed up under Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE). Some of the legislation included Affirmative Action and the Employment Equity and Skills Development and which is well summed up in the Financial Sector Charter on BEE depicted in the Government Gazette no 29610 dd 9 February 2007.
It is this implementation of this rigid transition of controlling the Formal unregulated industry which is causing the problems in the financial industry. The fact that legislation is written to assist the transformation is not our reason for this debate but the understanding and knowledge of government employees to implement this transition is causing the problems. Gaps have been created by the policy makers to allow officials to make financial gain out of short comings in the implementation  of the transitional economic empowerment and the beneficiaries of this corruption is not the targeted peoples of BBBEE but rather a new corrupt elite group .
It is thus the timing implemented by the SARB to intervene into property syndications and the Act used to do so that cause our concerns . Under the old Companies Act, liquidation was the only route for a distressed company to follow. Forensic Auditors and Liquidators were well trained and focused to break down companies for liquidation processes. Fortunately for the General Public, new legislation viz the Companies Act, 2008 was adopted to prevent the General Public to be raped of their assets as had been done in the past .eg Masterbond. The New Companies Act had to be implemented on 1 May 2011. This new act makes provision for Business Rescue. The definition of Business Rescue in this Act reads as follows:
128 (b) “business rescue” means proceedings to facilitate the rehabilitation of a company that is financially distressed by providing for-
	The temporary supervision of the company, and of the management of its affairs ,business and property;

A temporary moratorium on the rights of claimants against the company or in respect of property in its possession; and
The development and implementation , if approved, of a plan to rescue the company by restructuring its affairs, business, property, debt and other liabilities, and equity in a manner that maximizes the likelihood of the company continuing in existence on a solvent basis or, if it is not possible for the company to continue in existence, results in a better return for the company’s creditors or shareholders than would result from the immediate liquidation of the company.
This Act was drawn up in 2008, it’s implementation was 1 May 2011.(Find attached the objectives of this Act when it was introduced to Parliament)  Was it coincidence that the whole property syndication industry was stopped prior to this? We are under the opinion that the SARB must have been aware of this new Act.
By misusing this legislation , the whole government policy of job creation, assisting people to make them less dependent on government handouts, and causing stability within the financial environment are countered by these malfunctions of implementation.
It is our opinion that we do not object to the SARB in intervening in these matters to apply the law but we question the procedures  and timing used to act which have caused great discomfort to many affected parties and which will benefit only people who have nothing to do with the saga. 
It is thus our call for the SARB to review its stance they have taken in the actions against this industry especially after taking our arguments into consideration.
	Legislation and Regulations in the Formal Sector to protect individual investors

The 1990’s saw the collapse of the Apartheid system and a new economic development strategy was implemented.  Firstly, the predominantly First World Formal economy had to be integrated with a Third World Informal Economy in order to accommodate all role players in the economy. This transformation could only be put into motion with legislative guidelines and new laws. This last decade we were bombarded with a lot of new legislation and it is the controversy of its implementation that is causing concerns.
It must be remembered that all of the Property Syndications mentioned in this report were public Companies that complied to the rules of the Companies Act. These products are thus formal products but have not properly been categorized under a regulated industry. They are however administered under the FAIS Act and the FSB.  The requirements they had to comply with will be discussed in detail in paragraph 5 below. 
These property syndications were thus not merely pyramid schemes or unregulated ponzi schemes as depicted in the media after they had been stopped. Neither were they informal schemes like stokvels and other investment products registered under the Cooperatives Act. These were products that were approved by professional role players and transparency of the product was well documented in each products prospectus which were public documents open for review.
Even though effort was made to categorize this industry under a regulated industry, they were never forced to stop receiving new investments to fund their financial models. For each product, property was the underlying asset that served as tangible security for the investors.
It needs to be pointed out that as a result of BBBEE policies being implemented , we saw an influx of voluntarily retirement plans in the market. These peoples had to leave the formal sector in which they were employed prior to their retirement dates. This led to an influx of voluntary capital which had to provide an annuity for pension. 
	Why Individual Investors Invested in Property Syndications

Most Investors needed investment products where they could receive an income that will beat the prime interest rate while their capital could be protected from inflation.  This is the reason why 90% plus of the property syndication products available were income generating products. The need arose for investors to receive an annuity which could increase in the future and thus the reason why property instead of cash was used for the underlying asset. The other asset classes of equity , bonds and offshore were considered to be too risky. By pooling funds together and purchasing commercial and retail property investors knew that property tends to increase in value and that when rent incomes escalated annually, there would be an increase in income as well. 
The securitisation of commercial property was the buzz word especially after seeing the success thereof in other developed countries such as Austrailia and the United States. The structure of the models were disclosed in the prospectus of each company. All the parties mentioned in paragraph 5 and 6 here-under had the opportunity to comment on the cost structures.
Even though investors took the opportunity to diversify their investments with sound investment principles, the collapse of the whole industry simultaneously has caused the havoc. As mentioned in the paragraphs above, the majority of investors that are invested here , are here for the incomes that they received. Most of the investors are also multiple investors that do not have all their investments in a single investment. These incomes thus provided the investors their pension / salaries. 
 Property syndications represent a sector in RSA which includes thousands of investors to the sum of R15,5bn. This industry started in 1998 with PIC  and  Sharemax.
The argument that needs to be followed is, had authorities acted earlier, would the magnitude of investors been the same? From which date did these property syndications contravene the Banks Act and act illegally? I have noted in my first paragraph that as you will note in the attached documents, the first obligation was to “ Apply to court for an order prohibiting anticipated or actual schemes involved in illegal deposit taking”  To date I have not seen one court application with the exception of Spitskop which is under Appeal, that declares that any property syndication viz Sharemax, PIC, Realcor, Bluezone ,and Amatenda had acted illegally and had done the Business of a Bank.  Why , if from inception they were illegal, were they allowed to be registered and passed by authorities? Why is the onus only on the Broker and private investor to pay for this discrepancy while parties that were supposed to know of better, are left undeterred? 
If this procedure had been followed by the SARB and the Property Syndication Company while in-tact had the opportunity to defend itself against such allegations, we would at least had dates from which further business could have been prevented. For example, if the SARB had proven its case in court on 1 July 2008, all new business could have been immediately stopped. Only private investors and Brokers stand to lose if the SARB  modus operandi as depicted in paragraph 6 below is allowed to continue.  
	Reason for SARB Intervention

Some property syndications like Sharemax were registered in 1998. The same funding models were used all along the years. The SARB act under the excuse that they need not act against a company until a complaint is received that it is perceived that a company is contravening the Banks Act. Since when has ignorance of the law been an excuse for the general public when contravening such a law. With all the Government departments like the FSB, SARS, Registrar of Companies etc being aware of Property Syndications, now the SARB pleads ignorance for not intervening earlier! Well, if they did receive a complaint, on which date was this lodged and on which date did the Court apply an order that justified such a complaint?
 In the Sharemax debacle we can assume that In 2007 or prior to this date the SARB received a miscellaneous complaint necessitating them to contract inspectors to investigate these allegations. On 29 August 2007 the first inspectors were appointed. In Mr Blackbeard’s affidavit as 16th respondent in case no 74538/10 he states that he believed that Sharemax was contravening the Banks Act for doing the business of a Bank and that the structure of funding, namely using debentures did not fall under the definition of the Commercial Paper Notice.  After consulting with legal opinion and his inspectors he confirmed his initial assumption.
Please see the attached addendum reporting the content of this case. 
As previously stated, his interpretation does not cause the discomfort but his actions. Firstly, how difficult could it be to make the assumption if the institutions were not adhering to the law if this contravention of the law is so clear.  Why did Mr Blackbeard have to employ inspectors and obtain legal advise to confirm his interpretation. In paragraph 7.9 of his affidavit he mentions the powers the Department has to control the activities of unregistered persons. The first power they have is to apply to court for an order prohibiting anticipated or actual schemes involving illegal deposit taking.  To date no court has confirmed Mr Blackbeard’s allegation and due to the ambiguity of the definition, why has it not been taken to a court for a ruling? It is important to note that all the property syndications that I mention below have been disqualified as a result of this definition and not due to other fraudulent activities.  Secondly, with more expedient actions a lot of investors in the Property syndication sector could have been spared these woes. The excuse for waiting for a complaint to be lodged before action could be taken is ridiculous in itself, but waiting for such a long time to implement ones actions and allowing other parties to become affected becomes inexcusable. If this exposure of illegal actions had been disclosed earlier, all of the last investors could have been spared the inconvenience they are experiencing now. Thirdly, especially if he had been aware of the new Companies Act and especially in the spirit it was drawn up, why force through old rigid policies.  The using of inspectors and liquidators had been necessary in applying the procedure of breaking down as depicted by liquidations. The new Act depicts that Business Rescue which encourages new life, a second chance and saving. Surely you are not going to employ executioners to baby-sit your children, figuratively speaking.
The main reason as to why the SARB intervened Mr Blackbeard disclosed in his Affidavit is that Sharemax in this case as well as all other Property Syndications used Debentures as the instruments of financing. According to legal advice obtained by Mr Blackbeard, these Debentures did not qualify under the CP Notice  and thus not regarded as an exemption to what Banks regard as doing the business of a Bank, ie, taking in deposits. It is thus only because of this fact that all Property Syndications who issued debentures are regarded as being illegal. This point is taken notwithstanding the fact that no court of law has to date confirmed this ruling and not withstanding that even Mr Blackbeard had to get in expert legal advice to confirm this fact. It also needs to be mentioned here that had the debentures been for 5 years and longer, they may have passed the definition and been excluded under the definition of doing the business of the Bank. It also needs to be mentioned that most prospectuses mentioned that property investments should be held for a term in excess of 5 years. Had the instruments solely been shares we would not have experienced these problems as well.
Now the SARB, wants to penalize the investor due to his ignorance of this fact by allowing liquidations to be allowed on some of these schemes. It must be pointed out, that unlike pyramid schemes and other ponzi schemes, these schemes are termed illegal due to the instrument they had used and not as a result of the structure of the investment scheme yet they are dealt with the same severity as the former schemes. Hence looking at our definition of Business Rescue it becomes obvious that if the SARB held the General Public’s woes to heart, by restructuring the affairs of the company, the survival of the company can be attained.
The SARB are thus allowing investors/ the general public to lose their incomes and capital due to their unfair conduct per definition. Notwithstanding the fact that even professional persons and government departments were not aware of this fact before Mr Blackbeard disclosed it.
	All the Roleplayers in this Saga

There are ways and there are ways of rectifying a wrong. We believe  that the SARB had not acted in the interests of investors and I wish to make use of this paragraph to outline all parties who had contributed to this saga, but if these schemes are liquidated only the investors stand to lose. This because the industry could not with surety determine if an instrument was legal or not and we find it unfair that all other role players can walk away from this saga and only write this off as an experience
	The  Directors

The Directors of every scheme saw the need and profitability for the project . As stated in paragraph 1, these products were part of the Formal System and had to be drawn up according to certain criteria. The Directors identified the project and worked out the feasibility of each project. They used Professional people mentioned below when they put together the products and it was accepted that these people had the necessary expertise in their fields to adhere to the regulations, guidelines and limitations that was required. These Professionals were paid to make sure that these products adhered to the law, were feasible and complied to the regulations.
	The Auditors

These companies were all registered public Companies and according to legislation prescribed under the companies Act, had to have annual audited Financial Statements. These projects also needed to draw up a Prospectus which needed to be checked by these auditors. Why with the compilation of annual financial statements, were these professional people not aware of the fact that the respective companies were using an illegal instrument and thus contravening the Banks Act?
	The Attorneys

Commercial attorneys were contracted with the drawing up of every prospectus. Considering the fact that numerous attorneys were used through the years, it is shocking to note that none of them on record had pointed out that the Property Syndications were drawing up illegal products. Had there been attorneys that were aware of this fact, how come this was not reported at a much earlier stage? Surely people who had to be aware of the legal aspects of the product have greater responsibility  than the affected parties if their advise had not been correct? Yet, to date only the soft targets of the affected parties have been accused of contravening the Bank’s Act and solely these people have been paying for saga.
	The FSB

All these Property Syndications had the appropriate FSB licenses to conduct business eg See attached the Purple Rain FSB License trading as Realcor . Brokers and clients had the peace of mind that according to the FSB the products that were sold , were legitimate and legal. The FSB ‘s stance to cancel the licenses of these companies after the SARB had intervened, is too little too late. This merely aggravated the dire situation in which we have to find solutions to get out. Surely, when the property syndication companies applied for their licenses to finance their funding structures by means of debentures, The FSB should have known that they were contravening the Banks Act . How could the FSB allow these companies to sell illegal products to the General Public?
	The Registrar of Companies

Each prospectus had to be registered by CIPRO.  As with all the government departments, it has only now come to our attention that the content of documentation does not matter but merely if the applicable fees have been paid. This statement is made on the back of the fact that how can the Registrar of Companies approve a prospectus where the funding instrument was illegal according per definition of SARB? Surely they should have known if debentures that did not qualify according to the CP Notice constituted illegal practice if a company was not registered as a Bank?
	The Appraisers

One of the major concerns afterwards with the property syndications had been that the value of the syndications far surpassed the value of the respective property or the security per se. Again, each prospectus contains more than one appraisal on each product where the values are depicted. Surely this profession has a Code of Conduct and responsibility towards the public to act fairly. How can the methods of valuation be so diverse that the Registrar of companies that approved the prospectus had not known which valuation process was applicable in the respective prospectus? 
	The Compliance Officers

The FSB requires that each company must contract with Compliance Officers who have to act according to FAIS Legislation. These officers had to submit annual reports which had to report on the conduct of the company. Why if any irregularities had been picked up, had it not been reported to affected parties? Why were these compliance officers not aware that debentures in the form that they were used were illegal funding instruments? Remember, these parties were continuously in contact with the companies.
	SARS

It is essential that Mr Blackbeard makes a formal call as to which date each property syndication acted illegally. If these dates can be finalized, affected parties can go back to the SARS and claim back taxes paid on illegal sources. If these products are illegal, no taxable interest was generated but these were merely capital repayments that investors received. It is only fair that investors are not hit by a double wammy of losing capital as well as having paid unfair taxes as well.
	The Financial Advisors ( Brokers)

It is true that Financial Advisors ( Brokers) introduced the investors to the property syndications. Why?, because they were allowed to and because I believe they believed it is to the benefit of their clients. Brokers commission is also an argument that has been brought up from inception of the turbulence. Firstly, the commission was disclosed in every prospectus registered. Secondly, investors were given 100% allocation on their investment amounts. Thirdly, the commissions paid were part of the operating expenses just as were attorney fees, auditors fees and all other costs that had to be paid. Why is the onus only on the Broker to have known that the financing instruments were illegal and according to the FAIS Ombud, held liable for 115,5% of the damages. Why have no other professions mentioned here in section 5 of this letter been held responsible to repay their fees for their share in allowing an illegal product being marketed to the General Public?
	The SARB

Mr Blackbeard of SARB , you had the final say in bringing down this whole industry because according to you, your inspectors , legal advice and all other parties we are not aware of, property syndications were contravening the Banks Act. As mentioned, and as will be mentioned again, we do not object to you to act as is expected of you, but we object to the manner in which you have done so. Why were the proper procedures not followed? Are the officials of the SARB above the law that they can act without a Court determination. Directives were issued for Inspectors to be appointed, if and when these Directives had the approval of Court, why were these Directives not given to the affected parties? What did you have to hide  and why were the Directors never afforded the opportunity to dispute your allegations? Have the SARB become the jurisdiction above the Courts? We object to you by being led by external parties and not to be informed by the real affected parties who have to date received the blunt of the criticism and suffering due to your actions. We challenge you to disclose that you have researched the role and arguments of the parties that are involved and mentioned in this paragraph 5. Why, if the company was selling illegal financial funding instruments, namely debentures that do not comply with the exclusion of the CP Notice , as doing the business of the Bank, and thus participating in illegal conduct, has the SARB not reported any institution as  Mr Blackbeard states in paragraph 7.12.7 of his affidavit as a procedure to be followed. 
It is disturbing that all these procedures and powers that the SARB are prescribed to are not followed to the same letter as they are examining the definition of debentures according to the CP Notice.   
	The Investor ( The General Public)

The income dependant investor is the party taking the brunt of punishment due to all the parties mentioned above. Notwithstanding all the requirements of the above, Mr Blackbeard has decided that the use of an instrument is illegal by definition and all the parties above had acted illegally. The sad fact is that to date, only some of the Directors, Brokers and investors are baring the brunt of Mr Blackbeard’s actions.
As mentioned in paragraph 3 above, most of the investors caught up in this saga are dependant of the monthly incomes they received from these syndications. These investors thus need to use these incomes for livelihood purposes, as does every person who receives a salary. Every day that passes by that the debate is not solved , these people are being dragged into worse situation because they do not receive their incomes. The SARB are not sharing this urgency that these investors are experiencing in finding a solution. While the SARB are debating definitions and appointing officials to assist their plight in this frenzy to demolish the property syndication industry . a hardship amongst investors is created that has become rife.
It is in the light of these hardships that are being experienced that I want to cry out and say enough is enough. Stop playing games and solve the problems. Where is the urgency in implementing solutions if people shout out that they are acting in the interests of the general public. Why are the best solutions for them not adopted as quickly as possible? Stop passing the buck and Mr Blackbeard, I call upon you to find a solution for this baby you have created. 
	Results of Inappropriate Actions By The SARB
	Mr Blackbeard

Mr Blackbeard made comments to the media which came out very damning for the industry. He has reported to the media that these property syndications have contravened the Banks Act and are therefore illegal. This was done with no mention of Court documentation. Have the SARB become the new judge and jurors of our judicial system? These allegations were made before they were confirmed in a Court of Law where the accused were afforded the opportunity to defend their actions.  Even though the media has sensationally misreported the true facts, that these allegations had not been tested in a Court,  it has not been seen in any article that Mr Blackbeard has tried to rectify these misinterpretations. Mr Blackbeard was in a position that gave him the Power to cause a literal “ Run on the Bank” . This is why Mr Blackbeard I accuse of being the trigger to the whole saga. I thought a person is innocent until proven guilty, why were we not afforded this Basic right in our Constitution?
This allegation by Mr Blackbeard has thus been the major contributing factor as to why ALL syndications are currently in this crisis. It could at least of been expected that Mr Blackbeard would have been aware of the sub judicé clause and that until these companies are proven guilty in court, their status remains innocent. Mr Blackbeard has allowed these companies to be convicted by the media. 
Our complaint is thus focused on Mr Blackbeard because he more than any other public personality had to manage this situation. His inability to do so has thus caused an exaggeration of our problems.
	The Media

The media’s objectives of sensational reporting and not regarding the victims can be expected. The fact though that financial journalists and financial personalities who are provided the platform misuse their powers for personal gain is inexcusable. Again it needs to be mentioned here that had Mr Blackbeard had any regard for the General Public ( Investors) he could have managed the whole publicity in another manner.
Surely Mr Blackbeard who initiated this frenzy, could assist in educating the media that the underlying assets were property ( tangible assets and in the most cases without debt!) and that when media reports reported that investors will lose everything as with pyramid schemes, he could have assisted them with true facts such that these properties had values.  To cause a crisis and allow the uninformed investors and the Public that the affected parties were to lose EVERYTHING is surely not reporting the truth? Where is the Media Ombud now?
	The Ombudsman

The FAIS Ombud has also fallen victim of this well driven campaign against the property syndications. On account of Mr Blackbeard’s allegation that these investment schemes are illegal, the Ombud has made a number of rulings holding the Broker 100% liable for damages and ordered the Brokers to pay 15.5% interest on the capital amount. 
I believe the FAIS Ombud failed the very industry which it was set to protect. The FAIS Ombud has made no real effort to date to determine the true reasons as to why the property syndication industry collapsed. They claim to be complaints driven on FAIS related complaints but actually only represented investors who believed the lies of the onslaught pointed out in this letter. If the proper procedures were followed and the cause of this saga was determined rather than focusing on the perceived symptoms of this saga were analysed, the Ombud would surely have concluded that complaints in this syndication related saga was more about determining reasons as to why an investor perceived to have lost their investments than the FAIS procedures followed that had placed them in this situation in the first place. 
	The FSB

As previously mentioned in para 5.4 above , the FSB have totally failed for exactly the reason as to why they were established. In fact, they had even contributed to larger chaos as with their report in the Spitskop Bluezone syndication. It is expected that if allegations come from governing bodies, that these allegations have properly been researched before the allegations are given out to be the truth. The FSB have set up stringent actions whereby Brokers and Companies have to comply with, and it is expected that the controlling body at least comply with the prerequisites they wish to measure others with.
The FSB have withdrawn all the licenses of the property syndications after they had collapsed and” were not  taking in further deposits from the public”, according to the SARB definition of disqualifying these syndications. What is the function of the FSB if they fail on the very prerequisites they were set up to regulate?
	Managers and Inspectors Appointed by the SARB

In Mr Blackbeard’s report 7.12 he mentions to how they chose to appoint these officials. It is sad that these officials are forensic experts that have thorough knowledge in identifying faults but do not really want to contribute to finding solutions. These officials are inclined to look for the negative aspects within the business and tie up the loose ends in such a manner that technically the company is in the same position as if it had already been liquidated by court. The chances to manage the business out of this scenario becomes increasingly difficult. They are instructed to focus on the illegal aspect of the business and then they deal with the company as if it had been totally illegal such as a pyramid scheme.
The Powers that the SARB have sanctioned on these parties had been the final blow for chance of survival for these companies. The restrictive bullying methods used to break down the companies are not in the spirit of the New Companies Act ,2008. Again, to argue that these actions were applied by the SARB before the implementation of the new Act bares no excuse for the injustices done by their actions.  To continuously to employ these officials notwithstanding new legislation that was especially written to counter their actions is inexcusable. These officials are proving themselves not fit and proper to comply with the prerequisites of the new legislation. These forensic auditors proclaimed to be acting in the interests of the General Public ( The investors) yet they support liquidations? Why could they not expose the truth like disclosing the fact that the majority of companies were self standing and independent of each other. Why were none of their Reports ever disclosed to the very people they were supposed to assist.
The Managers appointed for Realcor and the Amatenda groups acted so disreputable that a submission like this will have to be done just to point out the disputes we can identify with their forensic and managerial tasks. 
	The Master

People were allowed to misuse the Powers that had been imposed on the Master in selecting independent Liquidators. Selected liquidators with knowledge of the system misused the system in having themselves chosen as the liquidators of the targeted syndications. The promoting companies were accused of cross subsidization and thus companies independent companies within the company stable were placed under liquidation even though the majority of the companies had no substantial creditors. These liquidators misused the system in breaking down structured companies into companies without a structure and representation with prior knowledge that the investors themselves would never had grouped in time to ward off the attack. Media reports were used to break all trust and structures between Directors, Brokers and Investors in that these parties accused each other for the collapse. 
It is disappointing that the Master did not handle this onslaught correctly in that it was accepted that these companies who were independent, were assumed to be interconnected. The Directors, Brokers and Investors were of such nature after the onslaught that they had no more capital to dispute the legal paternity with these allegations. After investigations these allegations of cross subsidization were never proven but the damage had been done in that these companies were without structure and under the management of the perpetrators of this injustice.
	Selected Liquidators

If Mr Blackbeard had the interests of the General Public in mind, it is concerning to know about liquidation people lying so close next to him. Surely Mr Blackbeard has realized that the underlying asset base of every property syndication is property. Every time his inspectors have reported back and he has decided to act against the company, the  SARB Directive gave the company the obligation to pay back the capital within 3 months. This is only possible if a forced sale is implemented and everyone knows that the true market value is then not realized. On failure to pay back, these liquidators usually form the basis as external parties that are approached to assist the distressed company. With the new Companies Act, 2008, an alternative is made available to that of liquidation. With liquidation practitioners in key positions, it is quite obvious that liquidation will be the advice as the solution, after a Business Rescue has been accepted. 
The choice of the SARB to chose the liquidators to act and not the concurrent creditors in the absence of secured creditors in the liquidated company causes concern. In fact of greater concern is the fact that companies with no secured creditors are placed under liquidation!
What seems puzzling is that why are the same parties that had been used by the old system of breaking down, be used with the new system of building up. Again, the collapse of the property syndication industry just before the implementation of the new Companies Act, 2008 needs to be reviewed.  
	The Courts and Legal Paternity

The victims viz the Shareholders, Brokers ,and Directors were uncoordinated and stripped of their funds after the onslaught in such a manner that in all court cases the victims have been unable to defend themselves. Without defense we were guilty and we had to prove our innocence in other means out of court. The liquidators used the Liquidated Estates funds to attack the victims who were left with no defense. The legal system does not represent you if you have no funds yet are considered to wealthy for Government Defense. Attorneys and Advocates as a rule need to be secured with their remuneration before they will represent your cause. 
The Justice system was thus of no use to us if we could not represent ourselves and thus by looking back at these sagas you will find that in the majority of the cases that were represented in court, no parties could prove that they had the written mandates of the people they were supposed to represent. 
This is thus the reason we have to use social media and technology to voice our side of the story for the first time because the system has failed us! This is the only system for us to use to expose the truth or other argument! 
	Opening the Doors for Other Entrepreneurs

By  prescribing forced sales, only outside institutions with money are able to purchase these properties at these below market values. It is general knowledge to everyone that if a company is distressed ( Which every syndication will be after the SARB have applied their restrictive measures on the company) , the forced sale value is more or less 50% of the true value of the assets. If liquidation is permitted this value decreases to 20% of the true market value. Certain bodies are waiting for the SARB to virtually strip us from our assets before they intervene and take over the assets and enjoy the profits. We all know that Masterbond has the potential of repeating itself here notwithstanding the quality of the property developments viz Club Mykonos and now after many years, look what the general public got!
	Casualty list

Most investors who were dependant on incomes Listed in companies below, with each individual having a story of how they suffered when their incomes were abruptly stopped. We will not have enough pages to express the woes they suffered and worries they experienced with this saga.
	The Amatenda saga

This  was the first scheme whereby I was involved where the hand of the SARB was noticed. The pressure that the SARB had placed onto the company under the forensic auditors necessitated the Director of the company to file for provisional liquidation. This was on advise from legal experts who suggested it would be the only way for the former Director to proceed with the development. This step was necessary for the company to get out under the SARB harsh penal prescriptions. In Paragraph 7.11 at the end of the paragraph Mr Blackbeard concludes that “ in the case where a scheme has been liquidated, the provisions of the Insolvency Act, Act no 24 of 1936, take precedence over the provisions of the Banks Act” This has been the only scheme where the Liquidator that was chosen as well as its legal team carried the interests of the investors. It is due to this fact I’m confident that one of the schemes with the least chance of success has turned into the scheme with the greatest potential for success for the investors. This is merely due to the fact that only here the system did not fail us but there remains reason to believe that even after being placed into liquidation, the SARB are still monitoring and controlling the progress of the scheme.
Investors have not received returns on their investments since September 2009. The process has deprived them from the incomes and pensions as a result of SARB intervention. 
	The Bluezone saga

This approach to undermine the company was slightly different. The FSB investigated the affairs of the company and found that the company had contravened the FAIS Act as a result of selling Debentures. The FSB also confirmed deficiencies of the scheme which was prefabricated by parties who later became involved in the breaking up of the company. In the Spitskop debacle, this company also went into liquidation and after numerous court cases (65) since 2009, that is two years, the company is still trying to revive. We believe the company has a chance to make a profit if permitted to do so. It is interesting that in these proceedings  that we are currently declared an illegal scheme again after it had been legal, illegal, and legal again: but illegal currently with an Appeal to this verdict outstanding. It also becomes interesting that after the FSB had made numerous accusations against the company, only the claim of  illegality of contravening the Banks Act remains on the charge sheet. The Master has dismissed the first set of liquidators but currently we are struggling to convince the present liquidator to give our company back after no progress has been made after almost 3 years of liquidation. The investors are the only creditors on record and own the property!
It also makes it interesting that apart from the Spitskop project, the other independent companies of Bluezone were placed under Judicial Management. These were also independent companies managed merely by a promotional company. The cost of the Judical Managers have made these profitable entities into struggling companies.
Investors have not received returns on their investments since September 2009. The process has deprived them from the incomes and pensions as a result of SARB intervention.  Please remember, the definition of the CP Notice of debenture has disqualified these schemes.
	The Realcor Saga

Again, the SARB appointed forensic auditors to review the conducts of the company. The primary complaint was that Realcor had contravened the Banks Act by selling one year debentures.  As with all property syndications, the breaking down of structures to an almost irrecoverable situation had occurred due to this technical distortion of a definition which is used as an excuse to break down the company.
These same inspectors were part and parcel of confiscating the Books of the Companies. The same strategies of discrediting former Directors as had been the case with the other syndication companies occurred and due to the fact that the Directors were dismissed this way, who was left to protect the company? You can not get rid of the management of a company, and not replace them, make accusations against the Brokers and expect approximately 3500 investors spread over the whole of South Africa to form a body and fend for themselves! 
Every person who had information on the business is dismissed, the books of the company are confiscated and the SARB who has been part and parcel to stop the business because they assume Realcor had contravened the Banks Act, are the ones who must represent the shareholder? Surely our systems should allow these investors and other affected parties some form of protection? The SARB who claim to be acting in the interests of the investors are prepared to allow a company with audited assets to the tune of R1.2bn to be liquidated for less than R250m preferential creditors and this after the project is stopped after being 90% completed? Please sirs, if this is how you protect people, stay far away from me I plead! We are facing our final court case on 7 June 2012 and the people are pleading for the Court for us to be placed in Business Rescue so that the truth can be exposed to the public by independent auditors, yet we are aware of forces who want the liquidation forced on us.
 Investors have not received returns on their investments since October 2010. The process has deprived them from the incomes and pensions as a result of SARB intervention.  Please remember, the definition of the CP Notice of debenture has disqualified these schemes.
The companies of this holding company are being auctioned off without the interests of the investors being taken into consideration
	The Sharemax Saga

This company was was also stopped by the SARB. The report in which I quote Mr Blackbeard’s comments are his reactions to the Sharemax debacle. The SARB have achieved to dismantle the previous Directors of the company and they have been replaced by new Directors. The point I wish to make here, the status quo of Sharemax was not initiated by market conditions or fraudulent activities as the media wish to depict the tragedy, but by the SARB definition of the debenture. This again has been the original big sin of the company to start its breakdown.
It is interesting to note that the SARB has lifted its Directive from this Promotional Group of companies after merely the Directors have been changed and no material or real changes had been done to the majority of the companies in this group. It is also interesting considering these are merely a group of companies managed together but with no real creditors so investors in most of the income generating companies are owners of shopping centers but are now forced to be collectively managed by people who had no prior interests in the companies yet these investors are held hostage within these companies until management makes these decisions, and in some cases it may take years!
 Investors have not received their full returns on their investments since last year. The process has deprived them from the incomes and pensions as a result of SARB intervention.  Please remember, the definition of the CP Notice of debenture has disqualified these schemes
	The PIC ( PICKVEST)  Saga

PIC have become the latest and final victim of this tragedy. PIC have applied to the Court like Realcor to be accommodated the provisions of Business Rescue as proposed by the new Companies Act. PIC also had to consider this path after the SARB held the sword over their head that they had contravened the Banks Act as a result of using Debentures in their funding structure. 
Again it is sad to note that only two of the independent companies under the promotional companies had accusations against them yet the whole group are treated as an unit. Accusations of cross subsidizations were again used to make this a unit yet in later documents no mention was made to this fact. Agreements which had previously failed them eg Highveld Syndication 18 is contracted for another 5 years with the same group who had previously not committed themselves with their contracts and using the SARB Directive as an excuse for not complying. Interesting to note are the connections between the appointed Directors of Orthotouch ( PICKVEST) and Frontier Asset Management ( Sharemax). Also interesting to note is how these names had roles to play in the Realcor and Bluezone debacles!
	Pyramid Schemes

These companies are not like the syndication companies I have mentioned in my discussion thus far. These companies were formed with fraudulent motives and were not formed under the same procedures and controls as shown under paragraph 5 above. The motives of role players with such companies are completely different to the ones which the syndication companies were.  Yet, the mechanisms applied by the SARB with these companies does not differ to that which they are applying to our syndication companies. No effort is made  by the authorities to differentiate the degree of misconduct which they are allowing the General Public to perceive. Original attacks were made on Brokers that encouraged investors to act against their financial advisors because the real truth was purposely mixed with harmful lies that the sole reason of the investors woeful state is due to the actions of their Brokers. Hopefully this letter will serve the purpose of revealing the contrary. 
	 Investment Stokvels

These companies are evidence as to how much leniency the SARB and other authorities can show towards the protection of the rights of the General Public, had it been their intentions to do so. These companies do not fall under the Companies Act but rather the Cooperatives Act. The mechanism of doing business are the same yet the restrictions and rules of engagement for them are much more lenient. 
The reason I wish to mention these forms of business are not to sew division in the general public but merely to point out the scope of actions that authorities  can use to implement solutions had the intentions been genuine to do so. Stokvels are not merely schemes where people club monies together to gain accumulative advantage on a periodical time, but include high profile collective investment schemes to fund projects very similar in nature to that of property syndications.
	Finding Solutions

We are very fortunate to have the new Companies Act , 2008 which makes provision for Business Rescue. This act at least gives us the opportunity to find a solution to our created dilemma’s yet the Rescue Practitioners that are appointed have a very important and decisive role to play. Hopefully, the Business Rescue will not be bullied into liquidations but that plans can be created to complete the projects. This Business Rescue can be assisted by the SARB to find solutions if the SARB is just prepared to use insight of all the affairs of the company and not merely stubbornly look at the technical violations created by ignorance of applying certain legislation.  The SARB have created restrictive barriers for these companies to proceed , eg, no Banks will be prepared to assist with finance to complete the project because of the illegal sentence that the SARB is swaying over the heads of the companies .  If a judgment were to be made, we would at least have known what the route ahead is but now only Mr Blackbeard is aware of how the outcomes of these sagas are to be steered. It must also be remembered, these companies accounts have been frozen, either via the SARB or by the liquidation process so who will have sufficient funds to defend themselves with litigation.
There are also companies like Bonatla who are prepared to incorporate these companies with its multitude investors into a listed property company enabling the investors an exit from the investment if they wished to do so. Then at least these independent companies could together be managed on a JSE company with all the terms and conditions as well as the necessary regulations exist to control the company. This will also enable to assist the investors to embrace their capital.
	Conclusion

It is not the transformation per se that has resulted in causing victims in the transformation process but rather the fact that certain parties have been lying so close to the role players in this process. Liquidators , accounting firms and Attorneys who have been lying very close to the SARB are the biggest beneficiaries of this transformation process. The reason for this whole analysis is thus to answer the question, was legislation written to benefit these intellectual parties at the cost of the general public who are least vulnerable to defend themselves against this well orchestrated  system? Are these beneficiaries merely coincidental parties or were they part of the corrupt system? The officials that have allowed this situation to occur are thus the target of my research and complaint and these are the Government employees of the respective departments and their controlling bodies.
The reason as to why I believe that this is a well orchestrated attempt of the parties mentioned in paragraph 6 above, is not only they that are to gain financially if Mr Blackbeard’s path of action is followed, but the target of their onslaught have been the Brokers who are not in a financial position to defend themselves due to their limited exposure in the different schemes. Our greatest concern is that why is the SARB ignoring the solutions as provided by the new Companies Act, 2008 with regard to Business Rescue and the urgency of the investors to have a new form of income implemented for them.
How can Mr Blackbeard claim he is acting in the interests of the General Public if the real parties who are professional people can walk away. On a technical aspect the general public who had no chance at all of knowing, are held hostage and are merely victims of the system. Was this the objective of the system or is the system being applied incorrectly. Mr Blackbeard as all who are involved know that, the owners of the property on completion and who sell it at market value will be the winners. Why can it not be the investors who have suffered. By stopping their pensions and salaries, is that not enough? By merely stopping future transactions in this finance structure and forcing a new finance structure should suffice? Then the SARB can take on parties who should have known better and who had contravened the Banks Act. That is why we have a court system and why should these court cases delay the general public’s salary  and pension checks and why should they be paying for it out of their potential investment returns.?
We expect a reply to this letter so that the concerns, recommendations and allegations can be addressed . We have been stripped from our assets and this is the only avenue for me to address my grievances. I will seek the support of other Brokers and investors that have become affected parties in this plight and I undertake to hold out the olive branch of compromise if you wish us to do so. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources nor intentions to use the legal route to bring the SARB to other insights and this letter thus serves as notice prior to our lodging of a formal complaint to the Public Protector to review our complaints.
This is not a conspiracy theory but reality and the facts can be checked and it is for this reason that we are asking for a Commission of Inquiry. With this letter which I’m sending to affected parties I will ask the people to confirm the contents of this letter and to send their mandates to the addresses mentioned firstly on this email letter. You may make the decision as to who must make the call and if you believe our plight is sincere.
I wish to point out that I’m not an office bearer and I work for my own accounts. These allegations I make I’m compelled to make but I’m not prepared to go to Court on my own accounts to debate my allegations. Neither am I in a position to take multiple calls or answer multiple emails. I will thus be selective in my time frame in making further comments to whom I select unless the authorities to whom I appeal can compensate me for further efforts they wish me to make. I will thus assist where I can on my terms but expect office bearers who are compensated for their efforts to combat injustices to carry on with the requests of this submission and petition.
Best wishes and we truly hope to resolve our differences in a peaceful manner as speedily as possible. I will never have peace of mind while injustices like this prevail.
Greetings and thank you. 
Deon Pienaar 
22 May 2012

